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Memorandum of Understanding 
Between 

LL€Georgia-American School 
ad 

LC University of Georgia 

LLC University of Georgis (hereinafter UG") and LL 
Georgiar-American School (hereinafter School) have 
agreed to sign the lolling Memorandum of 
Understanding with the purpose of fostering 00operation, 
mutual understanding and development in the field of 
education, namely facilitating implementation ol modern 
technologies in teaching programs (Georgian and English 
Language) at School, implementation of Bachelor's 
Master's and Doctoral programs at UG 
f the parties to this agreemoet, School and UG, 
wilt engage in educational cooperation, including but not 
limited to conducting the activities which are oriented on 
the development of methodology of teaching informatics, 
mathematics, physics, history, geography, foreign 
languages and other programs at school, Development of 
Bachelor's, Master's and Doctoral programs (Georgian and 
English Language) at UG and support students to enhance 
their in0edge and exp00i00¢¢ and future employability ... 
2 in addition to the forms ol collaboration, as 
indicated in paragraph 1,the following forms of cooperation 
are envisaged 
21. Providing UG's students with teaching practice by 
School 
22 Conducting public lectures, seminars, trainings 
and masterclasses for UG students and School pupils 
23 Mutual support in the planning and execution of 
joint events dedicated t (G students',School pupils and 
teachers' educational and p/0le$i00al development 
24. Organisation and participation in joint seminars 

meetings, 0lympiads, competitions, conferences 
25. Cooperation in other fields related to educational 
aspects; common access to euclional res0ur0es (with the 
000ion that the resources are used on the $p0l] 
26Cooperation is scientific-research activities - involving 
UG students in school research involving School pupil in 
international pr0gramme$, 
27 UG and School club cooperation, supporting School 
pupils to prepare for university ile 
3 The present memorandum may be supplemented 
by more detailed working plans (subagreements) prepared 
periodically for each activity/event 
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4. Amendments to the memorandum can be suggested by 
either party and added at any time by agreement of both 
parties 
5 The memorandum will be valid from the date 0l 
signing by both parties. This memorandum may be 
terminated by written notification by either pat¥ 
6. This memorandum has been prepared in two 
copies in Georgian and English, and each party will retain 
one original copy. Both languages have equal legal force 
and elect 
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For and on behalf of LLC University of Georgia N 205037137 
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Dean of the School o IT Engineering and Mathematics, Kalhaber 
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21.02.2018 
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